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Abstract— This paper presents the greenhouse environmental control approach, which can minimize the utilization 

of energy while keeping the climatic variables under control. In greenhouse, simulated lighting, CO2 generation and 

atmosphere control system expand significant energy. The main objective of this paper is to control and monitor the 

greenhouse system, for this purpose we can choose the set points for day and night for controlling the inside parameters 

of the greenhouse, and these set points can vary depending upon the type of plants inside the greenhouse. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
 

Indian economy will be mostly reliant on the agribusiness item. Farming worker is fundamental part work of India. 

Expansion that nourishment processing innovation in India may be significant in this circumstance. In any case because of 

isotropic atmosphere states absence of water reservoir, wind also unreasonable sun based radiation decrease those 

agribusiness result. Quite a few vitality and water additionally squandered by agribusiness design. 

 

In USA 16% of the energy is conserved by greenhouse and poultry forms. Energy consumption in greenhouse and 

improvement in the quality of crop production has   main role in India. Plants are grown in greenhouse like a building or 

complex. This structure varies from small size to big sized buildings. Cold frame is a mini reproduction model of 

greenhouse. Greenhouse is like a structural building which has roofs and walls [1]. 

 

The absolute methods for activity administration in greenhouses abort to absolutely optimize absolute activity appliance 

mainly due to an abridgement of an accepted access framework based on absolute centralized and alien advice such as 

climate and energy amount forecast, and added associated variables. Climate ascendancy for adequate crops brings the 

added ambit of a biological arrangement into a concrete arrangement ascendancy situation. 

  

A greenhouse is a close space that makes a distinction between the outside and the inside air because of the restriction of 

the air, Furthermore of the absorption for short-wave sunlight based radiation by those twofold glass blanket. Over 

addition, the long-wave radiation may be interchanged between the diverse segments of the greenhouse for example, 

ground, warming system, cover, plants. 

 

A.  Energy Management System (EMS): 
The recommended framework might be promptly incorporated under Energy Management System (EMS) and 

implemented as a ongoing control Previously existing greenhouse controllers, Along these lines empowering greenhouses 

with successfully deal with. Their general vitality demand, production, and stockpiling progressively. The main objective is 

to minimize the aggregate energy cost and request charges same time recognizing vital parameters of greenhouse; in 

particular, inside temperature and humidity, CO2 generation and lighting levels if make kept inside satisfactory ranges. 
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The recommended supervisory control approach in conjunction with present existing atmosphere controllers might permit 

facilitated ideal operation of greenhouse same time acknowledging those client preferences, Along these lines encouraging 

the reconciliation from claiming these agricultural clients under smart grids. 

 

All growing phases of crops can be modified by the control of temperature, humidity, light, and CO2 in a greenhouse. In 

Greenhouse physical devices such as maximum window opening, flow rate of fans, rate of fogging systems, and 

temperature of hot water tubes are limiting features which need to be considered in these control systems. In greenhouses, 

transpiration of a crop can be controlled by manipulating the temperature, ventilation rate of the greenhouse, 

photosynthesis and CO2 Concentration [1]. 

 

B.  Automated control systems (ACS): 
In most greenhouses automated control system consist of central computers, sensors, and a data acquisition system 

connected through communication protocols such as RS-232 and Mod Bus. These ACS coordinate and integrate the 

control of greenhouse equipment and systems such as heaters, coolers, motors for windows opening and closing, Pumps 

and irrigation systems in real time [1]. 

 

 

        
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the Greenhouse Energy System [1] 

 

II.    SURVEY OF WORK DONE 
 

In 2010 Qiuying Zou, Jianwei ji has studied a greenhouse environmental controller, which could minimize the utilization 

of energy by keeping those climatic temperature variables under control.  

 

A Nonlinear Model Predicative Control (MPC) algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is suggested in this 

paper, As MPC may be exceptionally adaptable in selecting the control targets to solve the cost minimization issue. Joining 

MPC with PSO not only state the energy cost capacity flexibly, but also solve the streamlining issues of the nonlinear 

forms. The dynamic changes in the greenhouse are determined by differences in energy and mass contents between inside 

and outside air, from outdoor temperature or solar radiation. 
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The energy balance is affected by the energy contribution of the heating system, the energy losses caused by the air 

exchange through transmission between the cover and the outside environment, as well as through the ventilation 

provided by the windows, and the energy contribution of the solar radiation [2]. 

                             

 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of the greenhouse climate model [2] 

 

In 1992 C. Stanghellini and W. T. M. Van Meurs has propose an application of the control for crop transpiration in the 

natural administration of a greenhouse tomato crop. 

 

The climate control algorithm is not based on prescribed day or night set points for temperature and humidity within a 

greenhouse but on a set point for crop transpiration. The set points for temperature and humidity corresponding to the 

transpiration set point can be deduced from within the algorithm. These values are used as set point values for the climate 

control in the next 2 min.  The procedure is based on a model of the transpiration of greenhouse crops, whereby the 

transpiration is calculated from the effects of the microclimate on the canopy.  In this particular instance the microclimate 

is assumed to be determined by the temperature and humidity of the air surrounding the canopy and the amount of 

incoming global radiation. The canopy itself is assumed to be totally defined by the efficiency with which it is able to 

exchange energy [3]. This simple model is able to assess the transpiration rate of a real greenhouse crop with an accuracy 

of about 10%.  

 

The results shows that control of crop transpiration is possible as far as greenhouse environment can be manipulated. 

Failure to realize the set point of humidity prevented, in some instances, the achievement of the desired transpiration level; 

trials in a double-glazed house, moreover, showed that scarcity of radiation limits the attainable transpiration rate. Some 

preliminary results described here show that, to the extent that a climate control system is able to sustain different 

transpiration levels under a given radiation, some difference in crop development may be expected [3]. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Transpiration rate of mature greenhouse for tomato crop [3] 
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Xiaoli Luan, Peng Shi and F.Liu present a general framework for robust adaptive neural network (NN)-based feedback 

linearization controller design for greenhouse climate system [4]. The controller may be In light of the well-known 

reaction. Linearization, consolidated for spiral foundation works NNs, which permits those sentiment linearization system 

will be utilized within a versatile route. Over addition, an strong sliding mode control is joined to manage the limited 

disturbances and the close estimation errors for NNs.  

 

Similarly as a result, a naturally nonlinear robust adaptive control theory will be obtained, which not just gives quick and 

exact tracking of fluctuating set-points, as well as certifications asymptotic following regardless of there would intrinsic 

close estimation errors. 

 

A general framework for robust adaptive NN-based feedback linearization controller design is presented for the 

greenhouse climate system. 

 

First of all, to facilitate the use of the feedback linearization without a prior knowledge of greenhouse climate dynamics, 

the Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) NNs are used to approximate the unstructured unknown greenhouse climate system, 

which allows the feedback linearization technique to be used in an adaptive way. The second advantage stems from the 

fact that the proposed technique merges Adaptive NN control with robust sliding mode control to cope for model 

uncertainties, unknown disturbances, and the problems associated with the NN modeling errors. In addition, the proposed 

scheme provides fast and accurate tracking of varying set-points, whereas most known greenhouse climate control 

techniques rely on fixed set-points [4] 

 

M. E. Ghoumari, H. J. Tantau and J. Serrano studied the appliance of Model Predictive Control (MPC) for temperature 

adjustment in agronomical processes. The main objective is to achieve temperature control of a greenhouse built in the 

Institute for Horticultural and Agricultural Engineering (ITG) at the University of Hannover [5]. 

 

The MPC algorithm acclimated actuality takes in annual the constraints in both manipulated and controlled variables 

application an on-line linearization with an actual low computational burden. Several important advantages of the MPC 

algorithm, primarily achievement and activity savings, are apparent by agency of a real-time agreement application a 

bendable optimal ascendancy effort. 

 

Model predictive ascendancy appears to be an acceptable ascendancy action to cope with the problems of acclimation the 

altitude and the advance processes MPC can accommodate aerial achievement back models are accurate. Moreover, MPC 

is one of the actual few strategies, which agreement the ability of coercion specifications. 

 

The main objective of this paper is to administer the techniques of the MPC in adjustment to adapt the greenhouse 

temperature with two manipulated variables: bogus heating and accustomed ventilation, the greenhouse acute ascendancy 

botheration is tackled with an MPC algorithm, which uses on-line linearised models. In this paper, the inside temperature 

of the greenhouse is controlled using the Modified Extended Linearised Predictive Controller (MELPC). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Temperature set-point tracking results [4] 
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The MELPC is aimed to control non-linear Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems with a low computational 

burden. This algorithm exploits the idea of obtaining on-line linearised models at each sampling instant. The complexity of 

the greenhouse system, the large interaction between different variables, and the strong external disturbances stand out 

among the reasons for choosing MELPC [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Real greenhouse [5] 

 
Fig. 6 MPC controller: closed loop response [5] 

These experiments were performed at a real double glass greenhouse built in the Institute for Horticultural and 

Agricultural Engineering (ITG) at the University of Hannover (Germany). The dimensions of the greenhouse are 200m2 

surface area, and 3m of average height. The aim of these experiments was to control the inside temperature of the 

greenhouse. The set points chosen were 18 ◦C (night), and 23 ◦C (day) until 20 h. These set points can vary depending on 

the type of plants inside the greenhouse [5]. 

 

In 2003 G.D. Pasgianos, K.G. Arvanitis and P. Polycarpou has studied the nonlinear feedback technique for greenhouse 

environmental control. 

Climate control for protected crops brings the added dimension of a biological system into a physical system control 

situation. The plants in a greenhouse impose their own needs, significantly affect their ambient conditions in a nonlinear 

way, and add long-time constants to the system response. 

This paper presents a feedback,/feed forward approach to system linearization and decoupling for climate control of 

greenhouses and more specifically for the operation of ventilation/cooling and moisturizing [6]. 
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III.    DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

It is needed to find easy to perform and accurate method for controlling and monitoring the greenhouse system, 

minimizing the total energy cost and energy consumption. Table summarizes the method of controlling and monitoring 

the greenhouse system. 

 

TABLE I 

 COMPARISONS OF METHODS, USED FOR MONITORING AND CONTROLING THE GREENHOUSE   

Ref  

No. 
Methodology Advantages Limitations 

2 Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
Solve the cost minimization 

problem 
Greenhouse climate control 

3 Crop Transpiration for tomato crop Good crop transpiration Maintain Transpiration rate 

4 
Neural Network (NN) and Radial 

basis function(RBF) 

Achieves better set point 

tracing 

Maintain the temperature 

set point tracking results 

5 
Modified Extended Linearised 

Predictive Controller (MELPC) 
Multivariable 

Control non-linear Multiple 

Input Multiple Output 

6 Nonlinear Feedback Technique 
Reduce climate control 

problems 
Climate Control 

          

 By observing the Table I. we can conclude that, the researcher used different technique for controlling and monitoring the 

greenhouse, but in these techniques The Model Predictive Control (MPC) technique is good for minimizing the energy 

cost and monitors the greenhouse. Modified Extended Linearised Predictive Controller (MELPC) technique is good for 

achieving better set point tracking, which can improve yield. The Neural Networks and nonlinear feedback techniques are 

difficult to implement. By taking the reference of MPC and MELPC techniques we can design a system to monitor and 

control the greenhouse. 
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